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Report on the Second Season of the Barqa Landscape Project, South-West Jordan

Introduction
The Barqa Landscape Survey, directed by Russell Adams (McMaster University, Canada) and
co-directed by James Anderson (North Island College, Canada), completed its second season of
research in the Barqa Region of the Faynan District, between June 21 and July 21, 2010. The
project was supported by a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada, sponsored by McMaster University and affiliated with the Council for British Research
in the Levant (CBRL). Additional funds from The Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies,
the Craven Committee, Oxford University and the Society of Antiquaries of London are also
gratefully acknowledged.
Outline of the 2010 Project
The main objective of the Barqa Landscape Survey is to expand our understanding of the scale
and intensity of copper production by documenting the environmental impact of copper production in the wider region from a variety of natural and archaeological contexts. Moving the
common research paradigm away from hypotheses which focus on site-based problems and
solutions we are instead exploring critical aspects of human development which can be enlightened by a landscape based approach (Wilkinson 2003).
The outcome of the 2009 season of the Barqa Landscape pedestrian survey highlighted a
number of areas within the NW quadrant of the overall survey zone (see the 2009 report, forthcoming ADAJ) which were ideal for the second season of investigation that included both archaeological excavation and test pitting. The 2009 season had identified both natural features in
the landscape as well as archaeological features which were likely to yield useful samples for
environmental analysis of the spread of pollution through time.
In particular the area between the main Bronze Age Smelting hill at Barqa (Figure 1) and the
Barqa Ridge (on which the sites of Barqa 1 and Barqa 2, originally excavated by the DBM in
1990 are located), was found to contain significant sites and preserved landscapes dating to both
the Bronze Age and Iron Age.
Sampling strategy
Our proposed research design was to focus primarily upon test-pitting of both natural and archaeological sites, but based upon the 2009 survey results this was modified to include broader
excavation of some archaeological sites within the NW quadrant along with the test pitting in
order to assure a reasonable sample from archaeological sites of determined ages. In total five
sites were excavated (Figure 2), which include sites which date from the Early Bronze Age II
(Barqa House 1; Barqa House 4), Iron Age II (Barqa House 2; Barqa House 3; Barqa House 4),
and Roman/Byzantine-Early Islamic period (AF). Of these sites two were previously excavated
by the DBM in 1990 (BH 1 and BH 2), but portions of the sites remained unexcavated and were
likely to provide further detailed environmental data. Three of the sites (BH 3, BH 4 and AF)
were new excavations.
The palaeopollution studies we conducted this season had several objectives, which included:
1) To estimate the extent of measurable surface pollution in the Barqa landscape; 2) To determine whether polluted palaeosols exist in the survey area; 3) To quantify the intensity of the
pollution signal; 4) To measure the pollution signal within and in the vicinity of built structures
of approximate known age.
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The Excavations (BH 1, BH 2, BH 3, BH 4, AF)
Barqa House 1 (BH 1)
Barqa House 1 (BH 1) is a large Early Bronze structure previously excavated in 1990 by the
German Mining Museum Expedition (hereafter DBM) under the direction of Volkmar Fritz
(Figure 3). In 1993, Matthias Flender conducted limited excavations to clarify the structure and
the observed surrounding wall on the SE side of the structure (Figure 4, Adams 1999, 2003).
Barqa House 1 sits on a high point along the Barqa Ridge with the Early Bronze Age Barqa
Smelting Site (Figure 1) to the southwest. Between Barqa Smelting Site and BH 1 is a complex
landscape of surfaces and more recent dune activity which contains evidence of past copper
processing with anvils, grinding stones, hammer stones, copper ore, metal, slag, and Early
Bronze age pottery. There are also many wall lines visible on the surface, although for the most
part these are not easily related to any single period (see the report on BH 4 below). BH 1 is
the most prominent site in the immediate surroundings, sitting at a higher elevation than other
contemporary structures.
Previous Excavation
The DBM excavations exposed the majority of the building (Figure 3), leaving unexcavated
small areas in the southern portion of the structure (Room 5) and the northeastern corner of
Room 3. We chose to excavate the latter since the northern corner was the largest unexcavated
portion of the structure and would allow us to explore activities inside the building as well as
between the building and the northern section of the perimeter wall exposed on the Southeast
by Flender (Figure 4).
The structure, dated to the first quarter of the third millennium BC based on radiocarbon
dates of large beams from roof collapse and substantial pottery, is exceptional in its ceramic
assemblage (Adams 2003) and its size. Based on these factors, it is unlikely that this structure
functioned as a house in any conventional sense. Our excavations provide convincing evidence
that this site may have been a public building and that there is evidence that copper processing
was one of the activities at this site.
Current Excavation
The primary purpose for excavting at BH 1 was to collect samples for pollution testing, especially in the interior and the area between the structure and the perimeter wall. We also hoped
to clarify further the use of the structure and activities inside and outside the structure, between
the structure and the perimeter wall.
Excavation began with a grid consisting of three 3 x 3 m squares over the projected corner of
the structure. We later extended the excavation with a 7 x 3 m trench to the north toward the
projected perimeter wall.
The general area of where the DBM excavations had ceased was apparent; however, it was
difficult to be certain of any detailed boundaries. Some areas were easily cleared (i.e., southern
portions of the western and southern squares), which were found to be the extent of the earlier
excavations (Figure 5). We were able to clean to the surface in part of the north interior room
(DBM Room 3) and to the wall in the south of our grid. After the first day or two of work, we
were able to match up the DBM plans with our own. This was especially important because the
DBM excavations retained a baulk through the northern room (Figure 5; Figure 6). We were
able to uncover a surface area below the DBM baulk that contributed important information to
our questions of the building’s use and pollution levels.
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The Structure
Overall, the structure is made up of three rooms (Figure 3). The northern (DBM Room 3) and
southern rooms (DBM Room 6) are larger and are related through a smaller central room (DBM
Room 5).
The building consists of a large external wall with a stone foundation (Figure 7). The DBM
plans record mudbrick lining the outside and inside of the walls; the interior mudbrick was
described as benches. We detected mudbrick along the inside walls, but up to only one course
of mudbrick. Inside the building there was evidence of roof collapse that contained more mudbrick fragments.
We did not excavate to the east (exterior) of the main wall, but to the north (exterior) of the
main wall, we discovered a large mudbrick wall (Figures 8 and 9). From above, the exposed
wall measures more than 1.5 x 6 meters. It is constructed of at least four rows of mudbrick,
apparently added to over time (the mudbricks were not consistent in size), and of many courses
preserved to a height of about 1 meter (measured from external exposure). This wall may have
served as a buttress for the original structure. In the section drawings of the northern trench,
collapse and erosion of the wall is visible (Figure 14).
The building’s walls were constructed with stone foundations, preserved to one or two courses currently visible. (We did not excavate beyond the surface to explore the depth of the foundation.) The loci above the stone foundations consisted of compacted soil mixed with small
stones and rubble.
Interior
The DBM baulk ran along a north-south line that stopped just short of the corner of the building. We excavated below that baulk to a surface with associated materials from the center of
the room into the corner of the structure (Figure 6).
Though large portions of the surface had been exposed previously, the DBM teams did not
reach the earliest surface of the structure. As we came to the lowest levels (L436 and L437),
we found pottery, metallurgical processing installations, grinding and hammer stones, a hearth,
and ash concentrations throughout the room. The main processing installation and hearth were
below areas not excavated by previous teams.
Jonathan Grattan took XRF readings in the field that indicate that one of the activities in this
room had been processing copper. Grattan scanned the surface across the room and in key areas
including ash concentrations and the surface near installations (Figures 9, 10 and 11). Where
ash and production surfaces were present, he recorded levels between 200 and over 400 ppm
Cu. Below the surface, the readings dropped to below 100 ppm. This evidence is of significantly high values to indicate that one of the key activities taking place at BH 1 was processing
of ore and partially smelted copper (furnace smelt).
Northern Extension
North of the structure, we excavated a 7 x 1.5 m trench to explore activities between the structure and the perimeter wall (Figure 12). In order to extend to 7 m, we removed about a third of
the spoil heap from the DBM excavation. Much of the northern-most loci at higher elevations
contained the spoil from the collapse of the structure (evidenced by large amounts of ash and
charcoal).
Some of the perimeter wall was visible on the surface to the southeast of the structure due
to Flender’s excavations (Figure 4) but not in to the north. At approximately 0.5 m from the
surface and 3 m from the structure, we discovered the remains of a wall that sits on bedrock.
The wall is constructed similarly to the main structure with small stones (limestone) embedded in compact soil with evidence of mudbrick above and to the south of the wall (L449). It is
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preserved to a height of only 10 cm (Figures 13 and 14).
Activity between the structure and the perimeter wall was also related to copper processing.
Just north of the exterior mudbrick wall, we discovered two fibre baskets (with evidence of
another preserved in the baulk to the southwest) (Figures 15 and 16). The soil in and around
the baskets was tested with the XRF analyzer resulting in readings from 500 to over 600 ppm
Cu. In the locus just north of the perimeter wall, the soil produced readings around 400 ppm.
Throughout the northern trench, we collected evidence of copper processing debris, including
prills, slag, and copper ore. These materials along with the XRF readings confirm that this site
was used for copper processing activities. Grattan also conducted readings across the Barqa
landscape. These show that contamination from the copper activity is not only unusually high
at BH 1, but it increases as one approaches BH1 (see the section below on Test Pits and environmental testing). The metallurgical activity at BH1 seems to have been significant enough to
affect the larger landscape.
Summary
Our excavation of BH 1 contributed to all of our research goals. We identified the relationship
between the main structure and the perimeter wall, as well as the activities taking place both
within and outside of the structure. In addition, we have added to the reconstruction of the pollution of this landscape, to which BH 1 may have been the greatest contributor.
Barqa House 2 (BH2)
The BLS project undertook some small-scale excavations at the site of Barqa House 2 (BH
2), a large Iron Age structure at the western end of the Barqa Ridge (Figure 17). This Iron Age
structure was excavated by the DBM in 1990, under the direction of Volmar Fritz and was
dated to the late tenth century BC by radiocarbon dating of charcoal. Unfortunately this large
structure was insufficiently recorded, and much potential information from excavation was lost
in the process. The structure was investigated by the DBM, due to the fact that the stone foundation of the southern broad room was very near the surface and partially visible (Figure 18).
The northern half of the structure was a continuation of the east and west walls of the exposed
broadroom, to create a rectilinear structure which contained several internal mudbrick walls
forming rooms around a central courtyard. All of the exterior mudbrick walls were built upon
stone foundations, but in the northwest corner, these were never reached, suggesting a possibility of unexcavated floor levels for environmental sampling. The site was not backfilled after
the 1990 excavations, so the general outline of the building was visible, but badly deflated by
erosion.
Due to this season’s excavations, some of Fritz’s findings can now be corrected and updated,
but our revisiting of the site clarified only minor matters concerning the structure itself. The
most important change to his findings is that the mudbrick walls were constructed on top of
stone foundations that correspond to the lowest occupation of the building.
There are a number of sizeable structures along the Barqa Ridge and the immediate surroundings from the Early Bronze and Iron Ages. The most prominent is the Early Bronze Age site
of BH 1. To the north and east of BH2 is another, larger Iron Age structure, possibly part of a
cluster of buildings, at BH3, portions of which were excavated during the 2010 season.
Overall the building at BH 2 was constructed on the northern slope of the chert ridge, which
meant that the northern portion of the house construction began at lower levels. In the center
of the building (outside our excavation area), one wall’s foundation extends from the bedrock
toward the north, increasing in height to accommodate the change in elevation. This trend is
also visible in the external walls in the northeastern corner of the structure. Our excavation grid
is at the lower levels of the slope.
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We began with a 4.0 x 1.5 m grid in the northwestern portion of the building, and later extended the excavation another 0.5 m to the south of the western half of the area. The eastern and
southern portions of our grid appear to have overlapped with Fritz’s excavation.
Our grid was centered on a mound within the north edge of the structure. The mound was soon
revealed to be the corner of a mudbrick wall. Fritz’s excavation noted the presence of mudbrick
walls in the building’s interior but did not provide detailed plans for them, since these were encountered largely in the post-excavation sweeping of the site for photography. In most areas he
did not expose or record the stone foundations of the walls. We exposed the limits of preserved
mudbrick walls in relation to both the foundation and the interior of the building.
Locus 404 is a mudbrick wall, nearly 1 meter at its widest (eastern end/corner) that dominates
our excavation area. The wall extends from the central entrance of the structure in the eastern
portion of our grid to the west, where it continues into an unexcavated area; the exposed wall is
nearly 3.5 m in length and is preserved in varying heights of less than one mudbrick (< 10 cm)
to several courses (> 30 cm). The wall also contains a segment running north to south from the
main wall toward the center of the building. This portion is preserved at approximately 0.7 m
x 1 m and approximately 15 cm in height. The mudbricks are not consistently preserved at all
parts of the wall. The better preserved examples measure approximately 20 x 40 x 12 cm and
were secured with pise mortar.
A stone foundation for the main part of the wall is apparent below the eastern corner and along
the interior of the building in the western portion of the exterior wall. The stones were relatively small compared to many of the other wall stones visible around the structure.
We detected portions of a surface associated with the stone foundation in the building’s interior. Below this more compact material was an ash layer consistently present at similar levels
both inside the structure and below the northeastern corner of the main mudbrick wall.
Fritz’s excavation appears to have collected much of the cultural remains, as we found relatively small amounts of pottery. Our collection did include one Midianite sherd, but no other
significant finds. General collection included pottery, flint, metallurgical material (slag, copper
ore, copper prills, etc.), and soil. Preliminary XRF readings on the soil samples indicate relatively low levels of contamination from the area’s copper industry.
Based on the amount of finds and the condition/preservation of the floor, it seems likely that the
DBM excavation extended toward our L404 but did not fully expose it. The northwestern external corner to the structure (including some of the building’s interior) remains unexcavated.
Barqa House 3 (BH 3)
The primary goals for the archaeological excavation at Barqa House 3 (BH 3) were to add to
our understanding of the pollution signatures from Iron Age contexts, as well as to establish
the nature of these Iron Age structures and determine whether they were in any way related to
copper production or were simply domestic. The BLS 1999 survey established that there was a
very significant Iron Age occupation throughout the Barqa region, with much of it focused on
the NW quadrant near the Barqa Bronze Age Smelting Site and the landscape immediately to
the north, especially in the region of BLS Site 21. Ever since the excavation of Barqa House
2 by the DBM in 1990, interest in the nature of the settlements in the Faynan region have increased, and this is especially so with the ongoing excavations at Khirbat en-Nahas on the Wadi
Guwaybeh. Key questions about the nature of the population (ethnicity), its involvement with
metallurgy (or not), and also of the chronology of the Iron Age occupations in general, and
metallurgy in particular are still highly debated, and as yet unresolved. Against this background
it was decided that a more extended excavation of an Iron Age building complex would add
to these discussions, and may indeed resolve a few of these issues as they pertain to the Barqa
region in particular.
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At Barqa House 2 one of the most interesting aspects of the 1990 excavations was the discovery of several ‘Midianite’ pots, some reconstructable, from a fire (or midden) in the central
courtyard of that structure. The presence of this ‘Midianite’ connection raised questions of ethnicity and chronology which were only partially answered by the radiometric dates and overall
analysis of the Iron Age pottery (still only partially studied and published). The proximity of
Barqa House 3, only mapped on the surface by the DBM team in 1993, was an obvious choice
to begin to answer some of these questions.
The excavation trenches at BH 3 were laid out to cover a portion of the large building complex
mapped by the DBM in 1993 (Figure 22). Changes to the surface structures over the last 17
years revealed that portions of the mapped site were no longer visible, either due to the progress
of the sand dune coverage or site destruction by the local population. A few clear wall lines did
however allow us to orient the trenches with the hope of exposing parts of the building and
reaching surface levels which could provide both environmental and archaeological assemblages to answer the key questions outlined above.
In the course of the excavation, we uncovered several walls with amazingly good preservation
of up to four courses in depth. The stratigraphy was fairly straight forward. After completing a
surface scrape of about 5 cm, there was a layer of mudbrick wash and compact fill most often
above an ashy layer of dark organically rich soil marking a fire, mostly likely of a wooden roof
that collapsed. Beneath the charcoal/ash layer was a powdery fill resting above the floor surface.
The floors were built directly above a chert layer, which is the bedrock (Figure 23). Similarly,
all of the walls were built upon bedrock, suggesting that this is a one period occupation (Figure
24), despite the fact that initial review of the pottery seemed to indicate residual EBA sherds in
some otherwise secure contexts.
Excavations exposed four separate rooms, labeled Rooms 1-4 on the final photo and top plan
(Figure 25 and 26). Room 3 was the most productive for artifacts, especially ceramics. We
found a large number of complete vessels here, most of them very small in size. There were
large amounts of organic material in these vessels, and through excavation of their contents at
the clean lab and also in flotation, we found several grains, and larger objects including date,
olive and grape seeds, along with charcoal. Basket 1121, a nearly complete jar, had the best
charcoal for an RC sample. It consisted of a charred twig inside the jar, which was buried under
mudbrick. It is also of note that we found 23 round stones in Room 3, likely used as stoppers on
the mouths of jars (Figure 27).
Significantly, there was an almost complete lack of artifacts pertaining to copper production at
BH 3. There was very little slag and no obvious sign of post-production processing of smelted
ores. There were some copper objects found, most notably the eye of a needle, a small ingot,
and two hooks, but these fit into a typical domestic assemblage for any structure of this period.
Preliminary analysis of the XRF results seem to indicate that the surfaces, walls, and destruction layer were not nearly as polluted as comparable structures from the Early Bronze period,
and suggest a baseline pollution signature that corresponds to a landscape not in the vicinity of
significant copper production. This is perhaps not surprising given that the know copper production sites of the period seemed to have shifted in the Iron Age to the Wadi Guwaybeh and
Wadi Jariyeh, closer to the mines along the escarpment to the east, and a significant distance
from Barqa. The population at Barqa then are more likely engaged in activities not directly related to metallurgy, and in this context are comparable to the large Iron Age cemetery at Wadi
Fidan 40 where there is also very little evidence of a population involved in metallurgy.
Among the pottery discovered were two small complete Midianite painted vessels (B 1147
and 1244, Figure 28) and one shard of Midianite ware (B 1033, not illustrated). However, we
also found a red juglet with a rounded base (B 1064, Figure 29) clearly in the same context
which seems perhaps to indicate a much later use of Midianite pottery than previously know.
The juglet seems to be a eighth/seventh century BC form (to be confirmed by further analysis),
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and other diagnostic pottery also hints at a similar chronological horizon. The pottery is an
interesting mix of hand-made and wheel-made forms, many of a type which is not well known
(Figure 30). There was a very high percentage of locally made wholemouth style vessels, of
small to medium size, which were crudely made and fired at extremely low temperatures, such
that most are very fragile and only partially preserved. The presence of this type of poorly made
domestic pottery, clearly made by non-specialists, suggests a domestic occupation which may
have been largely self-sufficient and that did not trade widely with urban or specialist potters in
other communities.
Objectives for the immediate future will be the detailed analysis of the ceramics of the site,
as well as radiometric dating of the levels below the burnt horizon to establish chronology. If
in fact the date of this horizon prove to be eighth/seventh century, this will push the dates for
‘Midianite’ pottery found in a secure context much lower than at present indicated.
Barqa House 4 (BH 4)
This excavation area is located in a shallow basin formed on the north by the Barqa Ridge, and
on the south, east and west by sand dunes. The area was of interest due to the obvious wall lines
on the surface (of undetermined date), as well as for the very extensive spread of metallurgical
debris and ceramics which cover the surface of the basin. This spread of metallurgical debris
was also present in the XRF values for Cross Section 4 (Shovel Pits, see below), and to some
degree by Cross Section 3 (Shovel Pits, see below), although in the latter case XRF values indicated very low amounts of pollution. The only portion of the basin free of metallurgical debris
and surface artefacts is the extreme western end, incidentally in an area of Test-pitting (TP 8)
which failed to reveal any artefacts. The area was previously visited by the DBM team (date
unknown), who according to their 1993 plan excavated a small structure there (named BH4 on
their map [unpublished]). This excavation is no longer visible on the surface, and the unpublished nature of the excavation, except for the general plan indicating location, makes it difficult
to assess the nature or chronology of that site.
Our own excavations at our own designated BH 4 followed the Shovel Pit results and the
fortuitous finding of a robber trench which revealed extremely well preserved mudbrick wall
lines (Figure 31). The obvious wall of mudbrick, laid directly on sand, suggested a good starting point to investigate the depth of the metallurgical processing debris, the general stratigraphy
and chronology and the nature of the geomorphology in the “Barqa Basin”.
One of the key, and as yet unanswered questions at Barqa is the date of the sand dunes, which
although marked as Pleistocene on geological maps, are clearly in large part of Holocene date,
as they overlay sites of the Epi-Palaeolithic/early Holocene date (Natufian). The fact that the
sand dunes on the southern edge of the Barqa Basin separate the archaeological debris on the
surface from very similar debris and structures on the other side of the dune (BLS Site 21) suggest that this dune in particular may be very recent in date, perhaps as little as 3000 years old.
Future investigations will resolve the date of these dunes.
The vast amount of metallurgical debris, which appears to relate to the Early Bronze Age,
consists of large amounts of copper metal, furnace slag, copper prills and ore alongside large
numbers of anvils and hammer stones. The debris suggests later stage processing of furnace
smelts to extract copper metal and the post-smelt re-processing of the metal to form crucible
smelts of pure copper. The large amount left in the landscape may indicate the large volume
of material being processed and extracted. This material is also in stark contrast to debris of
the same period on the south side of the dune which separates the Barqa Basin from BLS Site
21 and the lower northern slope the Barqa Smelting Hill, where the processing debris is more
dominated by broken furnace fragments and slag, indicating perhaps the first step in extracting
furnace smelts later processed in the Barqa Basin. This is perhaps the first indication of distinct
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processing areas in the wider landscape, the ultimate end of which was the copper manufactury
at Khirbat Hamra Ifdan, where metal was melted and both objects and ingots were cast and
formed (Adams 1999, 2000, 2002).
The Excavation
A number of features dominated the excavation: the robber’s pit, a mudbrick feature visible in
the robber’s pit, ash concentrations in the south of the site, various large stone lines in the north
and center of the grid.
The robber’s pit was evidently to rob a cairn which had been created from large stones. No
remains from the cairn/burial/feature were present in the pit, but the looters did expose a layer
of mudbrick in the western face of the pit. To explore this feature and to determine what the
nature of the ‘structure’ had been we established a 10 x10 m grid placed around the robber’s pit
and large spoil heap.
The robber’s pit (locus 462) was .58 from the surface and the spoil heap which rested on the
surface (locus 461) .6m was in height. The pit measures approximately 5m² or (3.2m x 2m).
Several large stones (average measurement 25 x 40 x 30cm) were scattered around the pit suggesting that they had been disturbed during the looting. Inside the pit was windblown material
including plastics. The pit was cleaned and used to cut a section in the south in order to record
lower layers of the site. Ash dominated the southern half of the site. We collected a number of
soil samples for future XRF analysis, and did not pursue additional excavation beyond the initial steps described below.
On the surface next to the eastern side of locus 462 was a collection of large rocks which
formed two corners of what may have been a square structure that the robbers may have been
targeting. However the looting activity destroyed what may have been the other half of the
stone structure, whose purpose was not determined. Created from some of these stones is an
ephemeral wall which rests on top of the ash layers and the copper finds in the ash layers. The
ephemeral wall was removed to excavate the ash layer and better understand the original stone
structure. No additional excavation occurred after these steps were completed.
To the south eastern end of the trench was an ash layer which when excavated revealed a
hearth feature (locus 487). The ash layers and hearth feature were unrelated to the main mudbrick structure. We collected some artifacts and soil for analysis.
On the surface surrounding the robbed cairn were many finds of copper ore, prills and copper objects below the topsoil level, within the upper 10cm (locus 463). These were especially
plentiful to the north end of the trench (Figure 32). Found largely in this level but also further
down in places was a large amount of carnelian, with a gross weight collected of over 1.3 kilograms. These deposits of metallurgical wash and carnelian flakes and chunks are interspersed
with gravel and water laminated layers. Most of this material appears to be washed down from
the Barqa Ridge and does not represent processing at BH 4. While these finds do not clarify
the structures at BH 4, they speak to the density of copper processing and other activities that
occurred in the region.
In the northern end of the trench were parallel lines of stones. These may have been a later water channel (locus 467), but were not dateable. The mudbrick line of locus 490 with an accompanying stone runs towards it and seem to be in line. However this feature does not continue
and its purpose is undetermined (Figure 31).
The main feature excavated was a mudbrick structure (Locus 478). The mudbrick is preserved
to only one course and there appears to have been a second course only detectable in a fragment of a mudbrick at the SE corner. The bricks are laid directly on sand, and seem to mark the
space rather than serve a truly structural purpose. The northern extent of the mudbrick feature
is unknown since it extended beyond the north section of the excavation area. We identified
mudbricks running beyond our grid to the north along the western side. In the center and east
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of the feature north of our section, we also identified a line of mudbrick, which appears to have
been laid on its side to create a narrower wall-feature (Figure 31).
One theory is that the mudbrick marked a grave (possibly Egyptian). The mudbrick are a standardized size and measured 22cm x 11cm x 50cm in depth. Inside this demarcation was a sandy
fill which produced pottery, flint, bone (as yet undetermined as to human or animal origin), metallurgy, red ochre, carnelian, copper pin fragment(s) (Figure 33), as well as an Egyptian scarab
(B3418, Figure 34, see below) and an Egyptian-style bead (B3531, unillustrated).
Found below this layer in Locus 485 were a human finger bone and what may be a human
vertebra. The human remains and finds suggest that this mudbrick structure may have been a
tomb. The lack of complete human remains as well as the different elevations of the finds suggests that the tomb may have been robbed in antiquity.
In order to clarify the relationships among the mudbrick walls, ash features, and metallurgy at
the site, we excavated a 1 x 1.5 m section (later extended) in the southwest corner of the mudbrick feature. The section was excavated ultimately to a depth of 1 m. Below the scarab and
looted tomb level was a series of sandy fills with very few remains. At the lowest levels of the
section, we arrived at more compact surfaces with flat-lying pottery dating to the Early Bronze
Age. We continued beyond this surface in a smaller section to test for additional cultural materials, but arrived at sterile sand deposits, as were found in many of the test pits.
The scarcity of material culture between the higher elevations and the lower surface indicates
that the number of Early Bronze Age artifacts that we encountered above do not correspond to
in situ occupations from the Early Bronze Age but from natural erosional deposition from the
Barqa Ridge. The presence of what appears to be a Late Bronze or Iron Age Egyptian burial is
surprising. It indicates that the Egyptian interest in the southern Levant may have extended further eastward than usually thought. More investigation is needed to clarify this intriguing find.
The Scarab
The scarab bears the name Menkheperre = Tuthmosis III (New Kingdom, 18th Dynasty,
1479-1425 BC; dates according to Shaw 2000). Necho I (Late Period, 26th Dynasty, 672-664
BC) also bore the praenomen Menkheperre, but Tuthmosis III is the more likely candidate,
since scarabs inscribed with his name were very common from the New Kingdom through into
the Late Period and achieved a wide circulation, in Egypt and in the Levant. An identification
with Tuthmosis III would therefore provide only a terminus post quem of the 1400s BC, with
no definitive lower date.
The name is written with the signs ra (honorific graphic transposition) and mn, which are clear;
and with a less distinct character which appears to be the scarab sign xpr, written with a central
circle surrounded by four curved lines to represent its legs (Gardiner 1957 sign-list N 5, L 1 and
Y 5). Jaeger 1982 does not contain sufficient illustrations to judge whether this very simple, or
stylized, writing of xpr is unusual, but it is not paralleled by any of the many examples from
Lachish in Tufnell 1953, Plate 43. This may indicate that this is a local ‘Egyptianizing’ production, rather than an import from Egypt, and that the inscriber copied from an exemplar and was
not himself literate in the hieroglyphic script.
Jaeger’s monograph on scarabs of Tuthmosis III provides a thorough typological classification
(Jaeger 1982). The present example is of the simplest of Jaeger’s types (p. 29, No. 1), with the
signs arranged vertically, without any additional titles, epithets or images. More recent studies
(Andrenucci 1996; Camiz and Venditti 2007) have attempted to establish reliable criteria for
dating scarabs of Tuthmosis III on the basis of such typological classifications and statistical
analysis, but with limited success. “Egyptian scarabs with the name of Tuthmosis III engraved
on the bottom were produced for centuries, so that the dating of examples of unknown provenance cannot be based on the presence of the Pharaoh’s name and for this reason dating must
be based on different criteria” (Camiz and Venditti 2007, 9).
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Scarabs which have been recovered from excavated contexts in the Levant can, therefore,
themselves provide useful indications of how long, and how far, scarabs with the name of
Tuthmosis III continued to be produced and to circulate. Examples from Iron Age Lachish are
especially plentiful (Tufnell 1953, Plate 43, 366-367). Tufnell appears to concur with the general consensus that such examples with the name Menkheperreare are ‘reproduction’ or ‘commemorative’ scarabs of Tuthmosis III, while noting that a later bearer of the same praenomen
is possible. Another Iron Age example of a scarab of Menkheperre comes from Tell el-Jawa,
although not from a secure stratigraphic context (Daviau 2002, 85-87). Giveon 1988 contains a
number of further examples from sites in Israel: No. 20, Achziv; No. 74, Tell Jerishe, LB; No.
99, Tell Lachish, LB II B.
The name of a militarily-successful pharaoh was an appropriate one to use on a protective
amulet, and there is some evidence that Tuthmosis III, in particular, continued to hold this reputation in the Levant long after his death. He is the only non-contemporary pharaoh mentioned in
the Amarna Letters: in one, the citizens of Tunip, in Syria, refer to the earlier capture of the city
by “your ancestor Manaxpirya” (EA 59:8); in a second, “your ancestor Manaxpirya” appears
again as a bestower of legitmacy, who confirmed the letter-writer’s forebear in his position.
Awayith’s Farm (AF)
During the 2009 survey season and a subsequent visit in January 2010, the site at Awayith’s
Farm (AF) became of interest due to several factors. Although there has been limited farming
at this site for more than a decade, only recently have large scale water prospection trenches
revealed that the water source, thought to be a simple spring line, is in fact a much larger pool
of ground water and that there has been a large ‘oasis’ at this site perhaps for much of the
Holocene. This perennial water source is rare in the Wadi Arabah, so the site is likely to have
attracted settlement from an early date. Extraction of soils for the reservoir pools has revealed
significant deposits of highly organic material, which will be examined further during 2011.
The archaeological site is of interest due to the large amount of ceramics and other artefacts
on the surface, as well as a large squarely-built structure with large stone walls. Only two walls
were visible on the surface, but the corners could be confidently plotted to make the overall plan
of the building (Figure 35). The building sits on a small mound, which is approximately 2-2.5
metre above the surrounding fields, and which suggests multiple structures and possibly some
depth of archaeological deposits. The extent of these deposits likely extend into the surrounding
landscape since finds in the ploughed fields have turned up ceramic water pipes.
These ceramic water pipes were long thin walled tubes with overlapping lips with evidence
of hydraulic plaster having sealed the two pipes together. Comparative material from other
archaeological sites suggests that these are of a similar typology to Late Roman/Byzantine
hydraulic pipes used for bathhouses by Roman military (pers. comm. Robert Darby and Erin
Darby.) It appears from the find spots that these pipes funneled water in a direct line from the
spring into the flat areas of the field. The line of the pipes went under some small sand dunes
(about 2 meters in height), which were likely formed after the laying of the pipes as there was
no evidence visible that they had been moved or cut through to lay the pipeline.
The use of ceramic pipes makes this site unique in the Faynan region as it is the only attested
case of irrigation by pipeline. Unlike other late Roman/Byzantine fields in the region the fields
at AF were not irrigated with floodwater. Currently the local Bedouin are using plastic pipes in
a similar manner to pump the water from the ‘oasis’ out onto the fields.
The Excavation
The structure excavated at AF is a near perfect square. The wall consistently measures 75cm
across in undamaged sections. The wall is built by large boulders on the wall facings and a
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small cobble infill. This wall is six courses deep in some parts and measures 110cm from the
surface. It is well constructed but damaged in the north of the trench to the west side. The large
facing rocks removed were likely used to build the interior ephemeral wall (locus 105) and two
intrusive cairns. It was also damaged during our excavation by an act of vandalism taking place
on the night of June the 30th. The structure’s southern wall was damaged by trucks visiting the
springs. However aside from these intrusions the structure is relatively undamaged and its wall
lines are clearly visible from the surface (Figure 35).
The cairns themselves were recently damaged by robbing activities. Two pits were dug in the
night leaving the stones scattered on the surface. However no finds or remains were visible in
the pit. Surface finds were of a mixed context. Finds included many common classical types
such as amphorae sherds and thin walled slip wares. Given the large amount of Classical pottery
especially Roman\Byzantine pottery this strongly suggests the structure dates to the Roman\
Byzantine period. But there was also a great deal of Early Bronze age pottery on the surface as
well as a smaller proportion of Iron Age.
The site had two main periods of occupation, separated by a considerable amount of fill. These
will be discussed separately as they do not relate to one another except that the more modern
occupation used the pre-existing structure and quarried it for materials.
The topsoil from the interior of the structure was composed of sand mixed with ash. Underneath the surface was a modern occupation layer, the final event of which was a pit that was dug
and lined in plastic. Although its purpose is unclear as we were informed by local Bedouin that
is was not the correct type of plastic to make a proper water trough. It was either deliberately
in-filled or naturally filled with the mix of sand and ash present in the topsoil.
Underlying this was a structure which may have been an animal pen lined with layers of thick
organic fill composed of both goat and donkey dung. These layers likely accumulated sometime
in the last few decades. The amount of dung varied from 5-10cm thick and was a substantial
accumulation. The compacted waste looks remarkably like the Bedouin pens which were recorded during the 2009 Barqa Landscape Survey.
In this same level was found a large lintel stone which was not in situ and had been used as
part of these later features. Cut into the area around the lintel was a half circle with an outer
ring clearly visible and interior ash fill. Two postholes are found in relation to this structure at
the northern most and southern most corners of the western side. Taken together, all of these
elements suggest a hearth. Samples collected and analyzed using XRF show some of the higher
levels of pollution than many of the other of the structure’s soils (Cu 51ppm) suggesting that the
material for fire was goat dung from animals that were ingesting plants in the heavily polluted
regions of the Faynan.
Also visible in the upper levels was an ephemeral wall line from a possible late domestic
dwelling which likely used rocks robbed from the larger structure’s walls. Associated with this
level was a compacted floor surface (Locus 141) which was 7cm thick.
Excavation below the upper, presumed modern levels continued through the infill of the large
square building being investigated. The fills within the structure seem to be largely of windblown sands from the Arabah, interspersed with small amounts of ceramics of various dates. All
fills were ‘mixed’ fills down to the floor levels which were devoid of ceramics within the last 10
cms. The assumption is that this structure was abandoned in antiquity and later infilled by sand,
until largely covered and the site was reused in recent decades.
Construction of the primary structure
Whether this structure is a solitary one or one of a number suspected on this small mound is at
present a question we are unable to answer without further analysis and excavation. However
what is clear is that a large concerted effort was put into building the large stone structure, and
the very fine internal mudbrick wall within. This mudbrick wall is seven courses in height,
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although it might have been higher at one point as the top bricks are badly eroded. It is likely
that the mudbrick was an interior partitioning wall and as it was located one third the distance
of the structure it is possible a second parallel wall exists dividing the structure into three areas.
The floor surface of the structure is a hard compacted sand which is 100cm below the top of the
main stone walls of the structure, making the building a well preserved structure.
XRF
Although the ancient Faynan landscape has numerous sites which were the location of large
scale copper processing, Awayith’s farm seems to be outside of this activity. Although there is
small amount of copper slag 100m north of AF which likely dates to the Early Bronze Age, this
likely represents a small residual background activity on this site, and the area has not been an
area of major industrial activity.
XRF analysis reveals average levels for the surface and excavated soils were 13.5ppm for Pb
and 40ppm for Cu. The highest levels recorded (those of the hearth feature of Locus 131 and
the post hole 128) were in the range of 22-25 ppm of Pb and 75-78 ppm for Cu. In comparison,
the portions of sand dunes dating to pre-industrial activity in the Faynan have negligible copper
amounts. The levels of pollution at Awayith’s farmhouse are consistent with the more general
Faynan landscape which has become slightly contaminated through airborne pollution from the
major industrial centers.
Finds
Most of the finds were from the upper soil layers. While they were high status objects such as
glass and special pottery they were not found in relation to any floor surfaces making the structure impossible to securely date. The finds near the surface in locus 138 proved particularly rich
and included copper objects, beads and glass. Other loci were poorer in finds though glass was
also found in loci 127, 132, 136. Copper prills were found in 108, 113, 142 and copper objects
in 144. While the copper object (lump of copper) found in 144 was further down than any other
finds outside the house it was not on the floor surface.
Summary
The amount of modern refuse such as tin cans, plastic bottles, and salt lick sacks suggests this
site has been in fairly continuous use in the modern period. Due to the site location one could
assume fairly constant human activity of some variety. Yet the primary structure at AF seems to
have been abandoned and left unoccupied for some time until the construction of the structures
of the last few decades. One of the as yet unanswered questions for this site is “How fast could
the sand fill the structure?” The rate of sand accumulation can be intense as evidenced by large
acacia trees with their trunks and lower branches completely buried. The sand dune which was
formed over the pipe line is another example of the rapid accumulation of sand. The infill of the
house may have been a relatively rapid event over a period of decades rather than centuries.
A large amount of time and effort were expended into the planning and construction of this
structure. The walls, both the mudbrick and the stone are thick solid constructions. The finds
of imported pottery and Roman glass on the surface suggests there was a settled permanently
occupied structure somewhere in the area dating to the Roman period. Given the proximity of
the fields and water pipes which were found, a farmhouse is still a plausible suggestion for the
purpose of this structure. With its size and permanent nature it is akin to similar structures found
in the Faynan. During periods of climatic change such as the dryer hotter spell beginning during
the Late Roman period resources of water such as the oasis were especially valuable since they
allowed for the growing of a variety of crops in multiple seasons not reliant upon precipitation.
Alongside the structure, the water pipes suggests a serious input of initial labour, for what is
likely to be an agricultural settlement. Other large field systems such as WFLS4 which also had
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a large input of labour have been suggested to be supplying the workers of the copper industry,
or alternatively it could have been a wealthy private farm producing agricultural products for
commercial markets.
Future work
This season’s work has demonstrated the potential for future archaeological research. The oasis
itself provides a unique opportunity of study as the sediments found at the oasis are likely to
contain a complete record of the environment throughout the Holocene period. Other areas of
the Faynan have provided incomplete records of climate change and human impact on the landscape, this oasis has the potential to provide for the first time a complete record.
Further structures are visible in the area surrounding the farmhouse. To the south near the
modern reservoir a wall is visible in the water line. To the north a site which has been robbed is
marked with multiple mudbricks visible from the surface. The entire area upon which the farmhouse is situated is 2 meters higher than the surrounding region, it is likely given the location of
the oasis and the wealth of cultural material on the surface it is likely that this structure is part
of a larger site. One way to test this theory would be to use Ground Penetrating Radar to gain
an idea of the scale and complexity of the surrounding area.
Test-Pitting and Environmental Sampling
As noted above, the palaeopollution studies we conducted this season had several objectives.
1) To estimate the extent of measurable surface pollution in the Barqa landscape.
2) To determine whether polluted palaeosols exist in the survey area.
3) To quantify the intensity of the pollution signal.
4) To measure the pollution signal within and in the vicinity of built structures of approximate known age.
The analyses were conducted in the field using a Niton Portable XRF; in total 521 readings
were taken in an eight day period. All units below are presented in ppm (parts per million).
The sampling methodology was based on the analysis of the sediments exposed in thirty
34 (3 in the Ghar, 6 in the cross section, 25 in the original survey) 1.5 metre deep soil pits,
twelve 80cm deep shovel pits, over 120 analyses of BH1, twelve from BH2, forty seven from
BH3, thirty eight from the oasis farm excavation. In addition to the planned analyses numerous
samples of contemporary sand dune fabric were taken.
Soil Pit Survey.
The soil pit survey comprised two parts, twenty eight situated in locations both randomly selected across the survey area and six pits dug in a cross section from the foot of Barqa ridge
to just below BH1. A clear pollution signal was present in soil pits dug within 200 metres of
BH1. These indicate the potential extent of airfall pollution from smelting and, perhaps more
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significant the accumulation in sediments of pollution derived from ore and slag processing
and its subsequent redistribution by fluvial and aeolian processes. Test Pit 1, excavated on the
slope below BH1 illustrates the pollution history present in the landscape and preserved in the
sediments. Copper is the dominant metal, but lead and manganese are also present in environmentally significant concentrations.
The shovel pit survey was conducted closer to the sites of BH1, BH2 and BH3. It is clear that
in this metal processing landscape a significant metal production history is contained within the
sediments. Shovel pit 50 is typical of many. The lead content of these pits was negligible but
the copper and manganese history is noteworthy. Manganese is present in very high concentrations in the soil survey.

It is clear from the survey that palaeosols are preserved in the ladscape and that they do contain a metal processing history.
The oldest archaeological feature excavated was the Bronze Age structure, BH1. This site
was rich in copper and manganese, with lead also present. Potentially this represents the oldest
ever human dwelling contaminated by industrial pollution. Summary values are presented in
the table below:
Average
Maximum
Minimum
St. Dev

Pb
14.8
77.3
0
9.9

Cu
Mn
470.1
476.1
23915.8 16632.0
44.9
55.2
3069.1 2117.1

A detailed consideration of the results from BH1 suggests that metal processing was being
deliberately undertaken both within and around this structure; even the mortar securing the
mud-bricks had high metal values. The average values for copper and manganese are above
recommended maximum levels for modern domestic structures. The internationally accepted
soil values which normally trigger governmental intervention are Pb – 530, Cu-130; Mn -500,
in addition all are known poisons in small scale industrial processes which release dusts into
the air.
The Iron Age structure BH3 presents a very different picture. The results indicate that during
the Iron Age, the environment was modestly contaminated as a result of the earlier metal processing but that no metal processing was taking place in Barqa at that time.
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Average
Max
Min
St. Dev

Pb
10.4
25
0
6.6

Cu
64.9
122
12.89
27.8

Mn
197.2
357
0
87.1

Analyses of sediments from the Oasis farm (AF) suggest that no metal working should be associated with the excavated walls.
Average
Max
Min
St.Dev

Pb
40.1
78.1
0.0
21.7

Cu
40.1
78.1
0.0
21.7

Mn
267.9
619.1
113.0
115.5

Background values.
Analysis of sediments deposited before the Bronze Age suggests that lead, copper and manganese were circulating in the wider wadi Faynan at very low concentrations (Pb – 7; Cu – 23;
Mn – 142) before the onset of industrial scale metal processing. .
Summary
This outline interpretation of the geochemical data confirms that the Barqa region is a very
important site and preserves one of the oldest metal working landscapes in human history. Not
only are parts of the modern landscape profoundly contaminated but several palaeosols exist
which preserve the history of early human metal working and the development of industrial
scale metal processing. Habitation is also seen to be profoundly contaminated, BH1 may be
the oldest example of a human dwelling contaminated by industrial activity. The landscape and
its archaeological monuments are important not only because they present the first industrial
revolution, they are a lesson to the modern world of the long term and unforeseen consequences
of industrial activity and careless stewardship of fragile resource.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The second season of the Barqa Landscape Project has been a great success, and we have exceeded all of our goals for this season. In particular the ongoing understanding of the complex
development of the Barqa region has been one of the key advances this season. The ongoing
pollution analysis has also proven to be very successful and the use of the Niton hand-held XRF
has again proven invaluable as a key research tool. Sampling of the environment from test pits
and excavations has provided sufficient data to complete the preliminary phase of this project
and to report at length on general trends of pollution through time. We have also added missing
pieces to our understanding of the cultural and technological development in the wider Faynan
region, by our detailed analysis of the Barqa region.
The Barqa region is a unique landscape, largely undamaged by later activity, but this is now
changing with the water development projects in the southern part of the region, and expansion
of the village of Qurayqira and local agricultural developments to the north. This will be compounded by planned work for the Red Sea-Dead Sea canal which will go through the eastern
part of the Barqa survey area. It is our recommendation that the central portion of the Barqa
region, between the Barqa Smelting Site and the Barqa Ridge be listed as an archaeological site
of special interest in order to preserve these unique and important sites
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Figure 1 Barqa Smelting Hill

Figure 2 Location of the excavations near Barqa Smelting Hill.
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Figure 3 German Mining Museum plan of the 1990 excavations by Fritz at Barqa House 1.

Figure 4 German Mining Museum plan of the 1993 excavations by Flender at Barqa House 1.
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Figure 5 BLS 2010 excavation in relation to the German Mining Museum excavations at BH 1,

Figure 6 Detail of BLS 2010 excavation area at BH1.
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Figure 7 BH 1 north wall of structure with exterior mudbrick walls to left.

N

Figure 8 Detail of external mudbrick wall outside the BH1 north wall.
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Figure 9 Plan of BH 1 metal processing areas.

Figure 10 Detail of BH 1 processing installation along north wall.
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Figure 11 Location of BH 1 metal processing areas.

Figure 12 Final excavation top plan at BH 1.
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Figure 13 West section drawing (lower portion) showing the perimeter wall of BH 1.

Figure 14 West section (lower portion) showing the stone foundation of the perimeter wall of
BH 1 with overlying mudbrick. Note the collapsed mudbrick/pise on the left side
of the wall and the pit against the interior of the wall.
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Figure 15 Early Bronze Age fibre baskets in situ.

Figure 16 Detail of one of the Early Bronze Age fibre baskets showing the twisted fibre.
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Figure 17 Plan of the BH 2 excavations in relation to the DBM excavations of 1990.

Figure 18 The southern broadroom of BH 2 as left by the DBM excavations of 1990.
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Figure 19 Surface scrap of the BH 2 excavation area showing mudbrick wall.

Figure 20 Mudbrick walls of BH 2 preserved in places to two courses above stone foundation.
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Figure 21 Final top plan of BH 2 showing the excavation area with internal room and courtyard
to the right of the north-south wall.

Figure 22 Plan of the BH 3 excavations in relation to the DBM 1993 surface mapping.
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Figure 23 A typical section at BH3 showing the upper levels of collapsed mudbrick and pise
above a burnt level, which overlies finer compacted sediments and the underlying
chert bedrock.

Figure 24 West section of Room 3.
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Figure 25 The BH 3 excavation area facing northwest, showing the four rooms of the structure.

Figure 26 Final top plan of the BH 3 excavation area showing the four rooms of the structure.
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Figure 27 Rounded stones possibly used as ‘stoppers’ for ceramic vessels.

Figure 28 Painted ‘Midianite’ vessels from Room 3.
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Figure 29 Wheel-made juglet from Room 3.

Figure 30 Carinated bowl and Alabastronfrom Room 3.
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Figure 31 Barqa House 4 Final Toplan.

Figure 32 Barqa House 4 Metal finds.
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Figure 33 Barqa House 4 Special finds.

Figure 34 Barqa House 4 Scarab
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Figure 35 Awayith’s Farm building and robber trenches.

Figure 36 Awayith’s Farm Final Top plan.
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Figure 37 Location of Test Pits.

Figure 38 Location of Test Pits and Shovel Pits.
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Figure 39 Cross sections showing location of Test Pits and Shovel Pits.
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Figure 40 XRF analysis results of the Test Pits and Shovel Pits.
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